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Shark/Eureka Stick vacuum cleaners are the perfect tool for quick cleaning bare floors and low pile carpets when you don't have the time (or energy) to pull out a heavier, full size canister or vertical vacuum. Light stick vacs are great for cleaning crumbs on the kitchen floor after lunch, collecting stray hair in the bathroom, or quickly refreshing carpets and floors before guests arrive.
They make great secondary vacuums - they're usually not as powerful or effective at deep cleaning as your go in a vacuum, but they offer flexibility and convenience that can't be beat. At the Good Housekeeping Institute Cleaning Lab, our team of experts constantly tests and recommends all sorts of vacuums, such as robotic vacuum cleaners, portable vacuum cleaners, pet hair
vacuums, hardwood floor vacuums and even $100 budget vacuums. Since no vacuum is ideal for every cleaning need, we recommend keeping multiple styles in your cleaning arsenal and the stick vacuum should definitely be part of the mix. Based on our testing, this is the best vacuum stick you can buy: As we test the stick vacuumsThe GH Cleaning Lab is constantly testing the
vacuum, and because there are new models coming to market all the time, we continually update our reviews. Add this to the hundreds of hours we spent testing vertically, canisters, robots and more, and it's safe to say that we know our vacuums. When we evaluate a vacuum stick, we test it on how well it removes the hair of pets scattered across the surface of the carpet, how
well it picks up large and small debris (such as rice, dry oatmeal and sand) from hard overdlain, like vinyl, how close it cleans around the edges, and how easy it is to use. We weigh how heavy it is, and measure the time it takes to use it, as well as how easy or difficult it is to access and use the control, and how easy it is to clean and clean a dust cup. Our tests are based on
standard ASTM testing methods. Next, we recruit consumer testers to assess the maneuverability of the vacuum on the bare floor and carpet, the corners and under the furniture, the ease of removing a dust cup or bag, and the ease of control vacuum cleaners. We note and test any features, such as whether there is a battery indicator, a brush roll control button, or other tools and
attachments. Silent Mark Ratings: We tested some of our models for silence with the help of Silent Mark, an organization that aims to reduce noise pollution, wh0 measured the noise output of each model for us. Three stars means it's quiet and bets are good for sound compared to others in their category; two stars are medium, and one star is loud or bad for sound compared to
the other. Scroll to the bottom of this article to find out more about what you should Before you buy a vacuum stick. But first, here's our election for the top stick vacuum. These recommendations are a combination of models that we tested in the lab, the ones we tested, and favorites from brands that have done well in Tests. Advertising - Continue reading below Best Overall Stick
Vacuum V11 Torque Drive Cord-Free Vacuum Dyson walmart.com $599.00 Claiming that 20% more suction power than its predecessor (D10 and winner of our tests!), Dyson V11 Torque Drive serves as a good omen for future vacuum innovation. What else is he doing? It automatically adjusts the suction to any surface you vacuum. On the lighter to clean the bare floors the
suction dials down, but ramps for deep carpet cleaning. It's also the only vacuum we've seen with the LCD screen that tells you how much battery is left when to clean the filter, if there are any locks, and how to clean those blockages using a quick on-screen video clip. Apps: Floor cleaner's head, mini motorized tool, Tool combination, slit tool, mini-soft dust brush, stubborn dirt
brush, clipRun storage stick time: Up to 60 minutes in Eco mode by the manufacturerConverts in a portable vacuum: Yes The best value Stick Vacuum Vacuumeries Pro 2-in-1 Wireless vacuum black and Decker amazon.com $177.85 We love that the combination of this 2-in-1 vacuum has a removable canister and hose making it super convenient for vacuum stairs, curtains, and
others is hard to get to places that traditional vac sticks can't reach. The attachment clip is on board, so you'll always know where they are and that it has a touch control and a sealer to dust the cup, so you can squeeze the dirt inside for less frequent voids. Although it pick up almost 99% of the garbage we put in, we noticed that a few bits got stuck on the rubber wheels. Apps: 3-
in-1 nozzle, slit tool and upholstery brushRun time: Up to 34 minutes in our testsConverts in a portable vacuum: No, but the canister is portable and can be used with attachments. Silent Mark Rating: Moderately Quiet (2 out of 3 stars) Best Stick Vacuum with long launch time Roborock H6 Cordless Stick Vacuum Roborock walmart.com $449.99 Roborock is a brand that we
learned in our recent test robot vacuum and its wireless vacuum cleaner stick is as impressive as its robot. The H6 is lightweight, easy to maneuver, and easy to maintain with its removable brush rolls and washed filter. The most stunning is its opening time - up to 90 minutes in eco-mode, by the manufacturer. In our test, we got 60 minutes, but it was after vacuuming both bare
floors and carpets in eco and automatic modes that consumes more energy. We could have gone longer if we'd just stayed on eco-mode. Controlling the tip of your finger is handy, like locking on a trigger to keep the vacuum running without having to keep your finger on the button. Nice extras include a HEPA filter, lots of attachments, wall storage and charging racks and a digital
display of the time left on the battery. Apps: 2 cleaning heads, dust brush, motorized mini brush, slit tool, flexible To reach narrow, uncomfortable spaces Time to run: up to 90 minutes in eco-mode, by the manufacturerConverts to portable portable Yes The Best Stick Vacuum for Pet Hair Cyclone V10 Absolute lightweight Dyson walmart.com the $593.12 Dyson super-lightweight
model is packed with features like battery indicator, sensor when the filter needs to change, and a 2-in-1 design that makes it a portable vacuum, too. Despite its slim appearance, this machine rivalled the traditional upright in our carpet built-in dirt test, a very impressive feat for the stick vacuum, and it achieved perfect results in our pet hair pickup tests. Several testers had
problems emptying the dust cup, but still found it easy to use overall. It was one of the loudest stick vacs in our test. Apps: 2 cleaning heads, mini motorized tool, mini soft dust brush, Combined tool, tool creviceRun time: up to 51 minutesConverts to the hand held vacuum: Yes Silent Mark Rating: Not Quiet (1 of 3 stars) Best Stick Vacuum for HardWood Floors LG Cordzero A9
Ultimate Cordless Stick vacuum cleaner LG amazon.com $649.99 $526.18 (19% off) We couldn't wait to check out LG Cordzero A9 Ultimate In our GH Cleaning Lab and when it arrived We weren't disappointed. Beautifully designed and fully featured, the A9 Ultimate not only took almost every last bit of dirt and debris we put in, but we found it super maneuverable and easy to use
and store. Separate carpet cleaning heads and bare floors mean that each surface receives the specific care it needs. The carpet nozzle pulls out the embedded dirt while the soft power floor nozzle cleans without dissipating and protects the delicate floors from the scratches. Other handy features include an extra battery for extra running time, control of your fingertips, telescopic
wand, mosaic filters and a free stand-up storage stand and charging that keeps attachments all in one place. Apps: 2 head cleaning, combined tool, slit tool, and power-kick tool for bedding and pet hair Run Time: Up to 36 minutes with one battery in normal mode in our testsConverts in a portable vacuum: Yes Best Vacuum Stick for large areas Air Ram Cordless Bissell Vacuum
amazon.com $249.99 This good home print holder can almost pass for upright with its wide roll of brush. In our tests, it ran for an impressive 37 minutes on a single charge and was one of the quietest vacuums we tested. The handle can lie flat on the ground, making it easier to vacuum under furniture and in hard-to-do places. Our only qualm was the slight resistance we felt when
we pulled the vacuum back. Apps: NoneRun Time: 37 minutes in our testConverts on portable vacuum: No'quiet Mark Rating: Very quiet (3 out of 3 stars) Best Stick Vacuum for Going Under Furniture ION F80 Easy Wireless Stick Vacuum We love that Shark ION F80 has two batteries, so You have a double time time. We tested a very similar Shark F80 and found that it is heavier
than other models in our range, but the wand bends in the middle so you can easily go under the furniture without having to bend over yourself. He aced our our score and hooked the top spot, apart from all the other vacuum stick we looked at performance. Apps: 2-roll power head, tool slit, upholstery toolRun time: Up to 60 minutes using both batteries in ION Power mode on
manufacturerConverts in a portable vacuum: Yes Best Lightweight Stick Vacuum VC4i Stick Cordless Vacuum Karcher amazon.com $139.55 Weighing in just four pounds, this Karcher wireless model gets the job done without spending much effort or sacrifice. Its overall design is thinner and less bulky than the similar models we tested that have an engine and dust cup on top, so
it's perfect for those with little grip or limited hand mobility. The fingertip controls make it easy to turn the vacuum on and off, adjust the speed and start or stop the rotating brush right from the handle. In just two passes, Karcher took an impressive 96% of the sand, oatmeal, baking soda, and dried orzo pasta we sprinkled down on the bare floor. Apps: Floor nozzle with brush roll,
Slit tool, upholstery brushRun time: 47 minutes in our test at low speedConverts in a portable vacuum: Yes What to consider before buying a vacuum stick Floor Type: Stick vacs work best by cleaning bare floors, low piles of carpets and carpets, and, for those who convert to the side of vacuum or manual vacuums on board, upholstery, and even a car ladder. For great jobs like
cleaning the entire house with multiple rooms, deep carpets, and a combination of hard and soft surfaces, you may need a full-size vertical or vacuum canister. Corded vs. Wireless: Corded vacuum cleaners work nonstop, so there is no downtime and no need to recharge the battery. The downside is that you are tied to an outlet and can only ferment up to the length of the cord.
Wireless vacuums run on batteries and today's lithium-ion batteries have more power and longer nickel cadmium batteries of older models - some as long as 60 minutes - before needing recharging. On some models, the battery itself can be removed for charging, which allows you to simply plug in only the battery to charge and store the rest of the vacuum in the closet and out of
sight. Brush roll: A rotating brush roll is important to have if you have a medium carpet pile to help remove the dirt that has settled in the beams. Brush rolls can also help collect debris on bare floors, but can sometimes cause scattering and should be soft enough not to scratch them. If you vacuum only bare floors and very flat rugs, a vacuum to stick without a rotating brush roll will
probably fit your needs. Convertibility: Having one vacuum that makes double duty is always a bonus. For this reason, virtually all sticks of vacs can be converted into a portable vacuum by popping out of a motorized top or removing handles, or they come with a separate portable which clicks directly on the vacuum stick case. Both portable and vacuum sticks run from the same
engine, so they charge (and run down) on the on at the same time. Portable versions are great for cleaning upholstery, stairs, car and for quickly collecting dry spills like rice or flakes, with bare flooring. Storage space: Because they are thin, the vacuum sticks take up less storage space than full-size vacuums, but most don't stand up on their own, especially those with heavy
engines on top. For this reason, most come in and snap in charging brackets that can be mounted on the wall. Others may have a reason that you set the vac stick on to keep it upright for storage and charging. Whichever type you choose, we recommend looking for a booth that also contains any attachment, so that everything is neatly stored in one place. Some come with
retractable or folding handles to take up even less precious closet space. This content is created and supported by a third party and is imported to this page to help users provide their email addresses. You may be able to find more information about this and similar content on piano.io piano.io
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